Experiments and quantitative analysis of frequency division multiplexing confocal fluorescence microscopy with UV excitation.
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrated a two-channel frequency division multiplexing confocal fluorescence microscopy system using a UV laser as the excitation source. In our two-channel frequency division multiplexing confocal fluorescence system, the incoming laser beam was divided into two beams and each beam was modulated with an individual carrier frequency. These two laser beams were then spatially combined with a small angle and focused into two diffraction-limited spots on the targeted cell (rat neural cell) surface to generate fluorescent signal. As a result, the fluorescent signals from two spots of the rat neural cell surface can be demodulated and distinguished during data processing. Furthermore, a quantitative analysis on the cross-talk among different frequencies was provided as well. The experimental results confirm that the two-channel frequency division multiplexing confocal fluorescence technology can not only maintain the high spatial resolution, but also realize the multiple points detection simultaneously with high temporal resolution (within millisecond level range), which benefits the dynamic studies of living biological cells.